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Abbreviations

The abbreviations of journal titles in the bibliographies follow the recommendations in the Council for British Archaeology pamphlet, Signposts for archaeological publications, 3 edn 1991, which are largely self-explanatory. In addition the following are used:

- DoE Department of the Environment
- DMV Deserted medieval village
- OD Ordnance Datum
- OS Ordnance Survey
- PPG 16 Planning Policy Guidance Note 16
- PRO Public Record Office
- SCAU Surrey County Archaeological Unit
- SCC Surrey County Council
- SHC Surrey History Centre, Woking (formerly Surrey Record Office)
- HRO Hampshire Record Office
- SyAS Surrey Archaeological Society
- SyAC Surrey Archaeological Collections
- VCH Victoria County History

Ceramics and building materials

- bm building material
- br brown
- cbm ceramic building material
- cl clear
- corrug corrugated
- cp/jar cooking pot or jar
- EVE estimated vessel equivalent
- ext external
- f found
- frag fragment
- gl glazed
- gr green
- horiz horizontal
- int internal
- perf perforated
- sh sherd
- TB Tudor Brown
- TG Tudor Green
- vert vertical
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